
 

January has been incredibly busy for the Rabbi Search Team (RST)!  
  
We continue to review resumes and conduct telephone and video interviews with many 
candidates. At each step of the way we have heard amazing feedback about Shaare 
Torah’s (ST) job description, how strong and compelling our community is, and how 
interested candidates are in getting to know us. We have been told that, compared to other 
synagogues searching for a rabbi this year, we have received more candidates than most 
anyone else- about 1/3 of all the Rabbis currently searching for new jobs.  
  
The review and evaluation process has led to rich discussions with candidates. In each 
interview, we evaluate the candidate according to the qualities and characteristics of a rabbi 
you shared last fall during focus groups, at High Holidays and on-line. Thus far, the RST 
has spent more than a dozen hours just interviewing candidates, plus time reviewing 
resumes, gathering information, and completing assessments. And we have met some 
really great rabbis!  
  
In order to make sure we are truly getting to know the leading candidates and finding the 
best match, we added an additional step to our process. We are inviting a few of the best 
candidates to ST for a one-day visit to meet in-person with the search team, the Board, past 
presidents, and the staff. These 24-hour visits will help the candidates get a better sense of 
our community and help us to better know them. We will then decide whether to bring any of 
these candidates for a weekend visit with the whole community.  
  
Because of the time, resources, and necessary involvement of the community, we will only 
invite candidates for weekend visits that meet all our high standards and expectations. 
Assuming we find the right candidates, we hope to arrange weekend visits in late February. 
This will be the chance for everyone to be involved in assessing the candidate, putting our 
community’s best foot forward, and volunteering to assist with planning, hosting, greeting, 
welcoming, and other roles to make a meaningful experience. 
  
As always, the RST endeavors to keep the congregation apprised of all significant 
developments. If you have any questions or concerns, please send an email to 
rabbisearch@shaaretorah.org.  
  
Rob Ritter and Adam Simon, on behalf of the Rabbi Search Team 
 


